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Alive

Angeles City, a neighboring town 
of the City of San Fernando, was 

influenced by the Christmas practices 
and traditions that Fernandinos 
celebrate, such as the Simbang 

Bengi (a series of nine dawn Catholic 
Masses), lantern-making and religious 
processions. However, Angeleños 
consider the Lubenas to be one of the 
highlights of its annual Christmas 

traditions, and they set the bar high 
when it comes to originality and 
craftsmanship.

Continue to page 2
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To showcase the rich Filipino 
culture and history, the Philippine 

Opera Company (POC), Ramon 
Obusan Folkloric Group (ROFG) 
and OB Montessori Center - Angeles 
staged Harana, a 
theatrical musical 
production, on Oct. 
23, 2018 at the Teatro 
Maximo, a mere 
month after the 
celebration of POC’s 
tenth anniversary.   

Headed by 
POC’s Director 
and lead soprano 
Karla Gutierrez, the 
spectacle showcased 
a multitude of Filipino 
songs radiating 
nationalistic pride. The show began 
with the chants of the Cordillera and 
Maranao, showcasing the pre-colonial 
period in Philippine history.  The 
show progressed to the folk music of 
the barrios and the kundimans of the 
urbanized sectors of the country, 
exhibiting the pre-colonial to 
post-war journey of the country. 
The musical ended with an 
anthem of pure nationalism, 
the performers proudly 
singing "Ako ay Pilipino" with 
the Montessori students of 
the Angeles Campus. It was 
indeed an exhibition of the 
cultural journey of the creation 
of Filipino music, taking the 

audience on a historical roller-coaster.
“With the presence of other 

cultures in the Philippines, we tend 
to forget what we are. We want 
the kids to understand what 
is Philippine history 

and what it can 
give to us as Filipinos,” Ms. 
Karla Gutierrez said.

Through meaningful 
music, Harana was able to 
capture the nationalistic 
heart of everyone in the 
audience. 

The company spreads 
the essence and culture of 
the country through songs, 
sing it as a messenger for 

“the gift of music” that they protect 
and intend to pass on to the next 
generation. “Music is a part of our 
history and culture, so it’s important 
that the youth now knows it because 
this is our identity,” Ms. Gutierrez 
added. 

The Children of Many Nations Unite

Celebrates Filipino Music
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HaranaLubenas which originated from two 
Spanish words, Luz (light) and Nobena 
(Novena), began during the 1800s. 
Before every Simbang Bengi (gabi),  
Kapampangans hold a solemn limbun 
(procession) where people parade 
intricately designed lanterns made 
out of fine papel de Hapon (Japanese 
paper).  During the limbun, a cross-
shaped lantern leads the parade, 
followed by lanterns in the shape 
of different symbols of the Catholic 
faith.  The 12 lanterns represent the 12 
Apostles of Jesus Christ, followed by 
the patron saint, then the most special 
lantern, and  the chanters who pray 
and sing Dios de Salve. 

Angeleños were able to preserve 
this religious practice by sticking 
to the original Angeles Parul—
handmade, lighted, and dominant 
white lanterns with delicate lacey cut-
out tails, mounted on bamboo poles 
and hoisted by young men who walk 
in line. Different barangays of Angeles 
City also unite and participate in this 
annual tradition.  

With some of the most beautiful 
and talented people in the Philippines, 
Angeles prides itself with the 
collective richness its people have 
incurred over the years. The rich 
traditions have made Angeleños value 
culture and heritage. Angeles City may 
manifest the glory of modernization, 
but Angeleños will never give up their 
traditions. The Lubenas is a custom 
the people here have practiced for 
almost 200 years. It has seen all and 
should outlive all. It is then the duty 
of every Angeleño, as keepers of the 
city’s tradition and heritage, to keep it 
alive for the next generation, because 
the future generations, after all, can 
benefit from what culture and the past 
can teach them.

(We would like to thank Ms. Joy 
Cruz of the Angeles City Tourism 
and Kapampangan expert, Mr. 
Mike Pangilinan, for providing us 
information on the Lubenas.)

Continued from page 1

“This world is your world,” Casa 
children gleefully sang during 

the celebration of the Casa United 
Nations Day.  The song reminded 
the audience that even as diverse 
individuals, they all share the same 
planet. Adorable Casa students, in 
traditional costumes of different 
countries, showcased different 
performances highlighting the need 
to develop a sense of harmony among 
themselves. It is what Casa UN Day 

serves to teach: “Unity in Diversity.”  
The stage featured the seven 

wonders of the world and the 
different national symbols  placed 
together to signify a sense of 
harmony and cohesiveness. It is 
a day to be proud of, as the little 
stars with the guidance of their 
teachers, gave all their best during 
their performances. Their energy 
and enthusiasm affected everyone 
present in the school.

OB Montessori Center continues 
to uphold the value of friendship, 
respect, and acceptance of everyone 
in the community.

As Casa Academic Coordinator, 
Mrs. Marinella Mendoza, said, “It 
is important to promote different 
cultures united as one.” While she 
handles many children of different 
nationalities, she treats everyone as 
equals, motivating them to become 
better individuals.

By Matthew Malit 
Grade 10-Ruby 

By Carmela Bien, Grade 9-Ruby 
Eleica Snyder, Grade 9-Emerald
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Montessorians in Action: Coastal Clean-Up 2018

With the increasing volume of 
garbage that people produce 

every day, proper waste disposal 
systems should be implemented and 
taken seriously. If the community 
does not address this now, harmful 
consequences may continue to occur 
that will lead to land, water, and air 
contamination. 

In response to this global 
phenomenon, OBMC gathered all 
five of its campuses and participated 
in a coastal clean-up activity last 
Oct. 20, 2018, just along Manila Bay. 
This activity is the school’s effort to 
raise awareness and to help keep 

n NEWS-FEATURE

To develop social graces among the 
teenagers, the Grade 8 students 

hosted the English Tea Party on Oct. 
9 and 10.  Elegantly dressed for the 
activity, the guests practiced proper 
table etiquette, courtesy, and simple 
acts of chivalry. The 8th grade were 
students transformed from rowdy 
teenagers to refined and elegant young 
adults.

The tea party also served as a 
training ground for the students’ 
baking and cooking skills, table service, 
and communication skills. They were 

able to apply their Technology and 
Livelihood Education (TLE) lessons 
in preparing the delicious menu, 
setting the table, and hosting the 
event. The 8th graders also had their 
first learning experience in proper 
food service and in hosting a party.  

The activity was attended 
by the High School Principal Mr. 
Danilo Tanjuakio, Primary Academic 
Coordinator Mrs. Anita David, High 
School Academic Coordinator Ms. Susan 
Daquigan, Senior High School ABM 

teacher Mr. Jonathan Paras, and 
OBMC Angeles Campus Manager 
Mrs. Audrey Paras.

The students 
enjoyed not only the 
conversations they 
had with each 
other during 

the party, but also the 
experience of preparing and hosting 
their first event.  Ms. Miranda Narciso, 
from Grade 8 Ruby shared,  “It was my 
first tea party, and I found it exciting 
and a great learning experience.” HS 
teacher, Ms. Diaz, who had her first 
hands-on observation of the activity 
shared, “It was refreshing––the scenes, 
the food, and, most importantly, the 
students. Such an event highlighted 
the students’ potentials in different 
situations.” The Tea Party was indeed 
another successful event. 

n NEWS

Continue to page 6

Grade 8 students host 
English Tea Party

By Maegan Mallari, Grade 12-Jose

By Julia Samson, Grade 8-Emerald

By Adriana Gozun and Riz Myles De Leon
Grade 12-Jose
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Angelika De Guzman:

Angelika’s road to becoming 
a singer started when she 

was only two years old. She used 
to watch her older brother join 
and compete in various singing 
competitions, absorbing the 
different techniques in singing. 
With this, she developed her 
passion for singing as she was 
growing up.

At the age of 17, Angelika has 
already participated in many 
musical events. She ranked as 
first runner-up at CLTV 36’s 
Sing-Ka-Galing competition and 
became the Grand Champion of 
Asia’s Best Singing Competition 
and the first Jeju Airline 
ambassador in 2018. She also 
participated at the Aliw @ 40 
Concert with “Asia’s Queen of 
Songs” Pilita Corales, and the 
“Sentimental Songstress” Imelda 
Papin, among others.

One of the difficulties that 
Angelika faced was when she 
was a competitor of CLTV 36’s 
Sing-Ka-Galing in 2018. It was 
when she landed as one of the 
bottom two contestants during 

the weekly round. 
“I was very close to giving 

up. But then I did not want to 
disappoint my family. I wanted 
to show them that their efforts 
are always appreciated and 
will never be sorted to waste,” 
Angelika said.

For Angelika, becoming a 
singer at a very young age is not 
an easy task. She has to balance 
academic and co-curricular 
activities in school since she 
is also a member of the OBMC 
Glee Club, while attending 
vocal trainings for national and 
international competitions. 
Even during performances, 
there would always be 
challenges.  Angelika, 
however, does not let 
these hardships get in 
her way.

“If you want to 
pursue your dreams, 
pursue them,” she 
said. “You always 
have to make way 
for your dreams 
to happen.”

n STUDENT PROFILE 
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By Sherynna Sandiko and 
Frances Sison, Grade 12-Jose

By Raco Bangsil
Grade 11-Luna

our oceans clean and well-preserved. 
High school students were tasked 
to collect, segregate, and classify 
pieces of trash to identify the kinds of 
garbage that are commonly trapped 
in the coastal area. 

This process helped the students 
see the massive effect of improper 
waste disposal particularly 

to marine life. Although the 
coastal clean-up can contribute 
to lessening these wastes, one 
major problem that we all have 

to address is the continuous acts 
of littering many individuals are 
carelessly doing. Rather than just 
relying on the government, citizens 
must primarily do their part because 
specific solutions will eventually 
result in collective efforts to solve 
this problem. Simple things such as 
following the three R's of solid waste 
management—Reduce, Reuse and 
Recycle, or practicing an eco-friendly 
lifestyle, can make a huge difference to 
the future of our environment.

Continued from page 4
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Mekeni: The Secrets 
of Success  

Prudencio S. Garcia  
The Business Plan
(A Rags-to-Riches Story)

Aiming to provide a better 
future for their children and 

for the community, Mekeni started 
out in 1986 as a small family-
operated poultry and piggery 
founded by husband and wife Felix 
and Meding Garcia in Balubad, 
Porac. Together with their five 
sons: Adrian, Pruds, Lits, Nards, 
and Duds, they strove hard to 
make the vision of their family 
come to reality. Chicharon and 
tocino were the first products they 
sold in their backyard.

In 1991, the eruption of Mt. 
Pinatubo heavily affected the 
people of Pampanga, including 
Mekeni. It was then, that Tatang 
Felix wrote a letter to his sons, 
Pruds and Lits, working in the 
Middle East, and Adrian who 
was working in the US. He asked 
them to come home to help in 
uplifting not only their company 
but also the community. The three 
brothers heeded their father’s 
call to come home and devote 
their knowledge and skills to 
restoring the business that was 

destroyed by the calamity. The 
family saw this devastation not 
just an opportunity to expand 
their business but also to help 
the people in their community 
overcome their desperation. They 
did not give up and let nature 
interfere with their vision. 

After more than 30 years, 
Mekeni has continued to grow 
and be known as the leading 
Filipino brand in food safety and 
quality. Mekeni won a grand slam 
award as Best Meat Processing 
Plant “AAA” Category for 
three consecutive years. Their 
unshakable desire to help other 
people motivates their success in 
becoming the “First in Asia” to 
garner the highest international 
award of ISO Certified Food Safety 
System Certification 22000:2017.

Today, Mekeni operates not 
just locally but also globally. The 
Garcia family continues to move 
forward despite the adversities 
they face, their unwavering 
courage and faith leading them to 
become what they are now.

Mr. Prudencio S. Garcia, 
the man who underpinned 

Mekeni’s rapid outgrowth, has gone 
through quite a lot before getting 
to where he is today. Aside from 

being an excellent businessman, 
he is everything a family needs: 
a good son, a good brother, and a 
good father. He spearheaded the 
resurgence and gradual revival 
of Mekeni as a competing food 
brand in national and international 
markets, eventually being the 
leading meat company of the 
Philippines.

Mr. Garcia’s mindset is not 
about winning or gaining the most 
amount of capital. Instead, he 
focuses on instilling the company’s 
primary objective and desire: 
to help the community, to help 
Filipinos. He wants Mekeni to 
remind people of the family, the 
community, and the Philippines. 

“Mekeni is not just a brand; it is 
a symbol, an asset, a sentiment, a 
vision. With Mekeni, we can truly be 
world-class,” Mr. Garcia said.

Mr. Prudencio S. Garcia, a 
fervent believer in the importance 
of Filipino traditions, has taken 
up the cudgels of leading the 

company and rising to the top. He 
employs a plethora of business 
strategies to stay at par with 
international competitors. The 
critical difference that makes 
Mekeni stand out is its clear-cut 
objective; Mekeni is a method of 
giving back to the community––
not a business, not a vice, not a 
grim system of conformity, but 

n FEATURE
n PARENT PROFILE

a transparent and distinct 
way of supporting the Filipino 
tradition: each one, help one. 

“My motto in life, just like in 
my marriage is NGU––Never 
give up,” Mr. Garcia explained.  
He also said that we need to act, 
but we need to act smart; we 
need to play with the giants, but 
we also need to wait and think of 
every move.

Mr. Prudencio S. Garcia, 
having been in all countries 
of the globe and having been 
through all sorts of adversaries 
and challenges, has inculcated 
all the sagacity that he has yet 
to share. One thing that Mr. 
Garcia conspicuously points 
out is the essence of learning. 
He indicated that one must be 
willing to impart his knowledge 
to help people become 
everything they can. “When 
you have information, that is 
power. When you are happy, 
and your objective is clear, that 
is success. Get the best of both 
worlds, synthesize it, and see 
each moment as a step closer 
to your goals,” he explained. Mr. 
Garcia even noted that although 
bodies and faces may pass away, 
values are forever. He, therefore, 
advises everyone to prepare to 
be on top, to rise on top, and to 
challenge people on top.  

Mr. Prudencio S. Garcia, 
despite all his responsibilities 
and duties, still wins as a 
father. With his loving wife, Mr. 
Gracia makes sure he fulfills 
his duties to his nine-year-old 
daughter Faith, who is currently 
a grade school student at 
OBMC Angeles. Even with 
a very hectic schedule, Mr. 
Garcia still manages to tutor 
his child or even attend school 
activities and affairs. “Family 
comes first … Also, that’s why 
we named our daughter Faith 
… kasi minsan, kailangan mo 
na lang magtiwala,” the Mekeni 
President says.  

Indeed, Mr. Garcia is a prime 
example of a Filipino who has 
made his vision a reality.

It’s not about 
money; 

it’s about 
community.

By Raphael Lorenzo Katigbak
Grade 6-Venus

By Justin Lagman
Grade 10-Ruby
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The 25th of December

This is it!
The time has come.

I have set some cookies on the table.
In case Santa Claus wants some.

I’ve been waiting the whole year,
And it’s finally here!

Now, there’s nothing else but laughter,
That I am able to hear.

Gifts over here,
And gifts over there.

Hugs and kisses,
Are spreading everywhere!

We did exchanging of letters,
And everyone took pictures—

For this is the day to remember,
The 25th of December.

n LITERARY

Let the Bells Ring

During Christmas Day,
Everyone feels happy and gay.

Gifts and love we share with each other,
As we remember the Son of our Heavenly Father.

 
Once I enter the church,

I kneel and offer my sincerest pray’r.
I thank the Lord for all the blessings,

For showering His love and care.
 

Our house that’s filled with glow,
My family’s happy faces show.

We all enjoy together,
As our happiness continues to grow.

 
Because it is Jesus’s day,
The choir of angels sing.

Christmas trees and lanterns hanging, 
We shall now let the bells ring!

Nandito na ang Pasko!

Mabango ang simoy ng malamig na hangin,
Na tanging sa pisngi ng langit nanggaling.

Naririnig ko na ang mga kampana,
Ito ang simbulo na parating na ang Pasko.

Talagang masaya ang mga tao tuwing Pasko,
Nagbibigay sila ng magagandang regalo.
Maraming mga ilaw at mga dekorasyon,

Sumasayaw at kumakanta ang bawat pamilya ngayon.

Maraming mga pagkain at regalo,
Bubuksan ko ba?

O maghihintay hanggang mag Pasko?

Tumingin ako sa aking relo, hala!
Anong oras na?

Nagbilang kami, “Isa, dalawa, 
tatlo!”

Ayan! Nandito na ang 
Pasko!

Santa’s Presents

Christmas is coming!
Such a good blessing!

I hear children singing,
And Christmas songs 

playing.

I baked some cookies,
For Santa to eat.

And left a glass of milk,
For him to drink.

But is Santa coming?
Why am I wondering?

We should not wait for him,
But sleep while the lights are 

dim.

At Christmas morning,
There are gifts left for me.

Many shapes and sizes,
And many colors to see.

I am happy I got presents.
But is Santa getting too?

He gives us presents, and we are 
happy.

But how can we make him merry?

We can’t see him because he 
hides.

Is he scared, or is he shy?
Does he not want 

presents?
Or a simple thank you, 

be enough? 
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By Abegail Lea Ponio
Grade 6-Mercury

By Kristan Tyro Gorospe
Grade 6-Mercury

By Maria Lisette G. Sunga
Grade 6-Venus
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Grade 6-Jupiter

By Kaitlyn Tighe
Grade 12-Jose
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Parul Angeles

A 9-day novena procession that is practiced on the eve of 
Simbang Gabi. It is Pampanga’s precious cultural gem.

Noche Buena

Lubenas

Pamangan Pasku

Simbang Bengi

Highlighting the talent, unique craftsmanship, 
and tradition of the Angeleños, the 2017 grand prize winning entry is 
made of bamboo, papel de hapon, and a variety of palara cut out in 
intricate patterns. The practice had begun on the very first La Naval 
fiesta in 1892, and has been a Christmas tradition ever since.

Pasku Keng 
         Angeles

Celebrated on the eve of Christmas, this family feast incorporates 
holiday favorites such as lechon, ligang pasku, and more!

Along the plaza of Angeles City, festive delicacies such as 
putubungbung, bibingka, batirol, kalame ubi, and hamon 

panara can be found and enjoyed.

A series of nine dawn Catholic Masses that begin from December 
16 until Christmas Eve.

By Maegan Mallari and Chloe Canivel
Photos courtesy of Renzelle Ann Palma, 
Bruno Tiotuico, and Angeles Tourism Office


